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Dixon traces the history of the Matter of Britain from pagan mythology through the medieval Arthurian cycles to modern romantic treatments by William Blake and J.R.R. Tolkien. Part 1, “Mythological Roots,” focuses on supernatural women in Arthurian literature (e.g. the Lady of the Lake, Ninienne, Morgan, and Guenevere) and their relationships to pre-Christian goddesses, all of whom, in Dixon’s view, reflect the moon goddess, Diana. Part 2 focuses upon “Realms of Symbolism,” largely, the Grail. The book’s structure, then, presupposes an ancient philosophical “battle” between female and male, moon and sun, goddess and Grail, pagan and Christian. Dixon’s approach is based on such sources as Robert Graves’ *The White Goddess* (Faber & Faber, 1948), and Anne Baring and Jules Cashford’s *The Myth of the Goddess: Evolution of an Image* (Penguin, 1991). Like those works, Dixon’s comparativist methods will be most attractive to readers interested in neo-pagan Goddess studies. However, Dixon’s work lies open to the same criticisms as his theoretical predecessors. Graves, for example, has been accused of employing “poor philology, inadequate texts and out-of-date archeology” (Wood 12). Baring and Cashford have been noted for “uncritically appropriating Jungian archetypal analysis” (Taylor). Dixon’s own arguments are aimed squarely at the popular and speculative, rather than the scientific and scholarly. He writes, “Where history and archaeology are inconclusive, the legends of the Matter of Britain can provide us with an imaginative theology and meta-history that tell us more about the soul of its people than science” (27).

Additionally, Dixon’s book is plagued by weak writing, run-on sentences, and a number of errors. For example, Tolkien’s biographer is misnamed “Humphrey Burton” (2), and Satan, rather than Lucifer, is named as the fallen angel who rules in Hell (7). Although somewhat dated, readers seeking more scholarly treatments of goddess studies can find them in *Roles of the Northern Goddess* by Hilda Ellis Davidson (Routledge, 1998), and *The Concept of the Goddess* edited by Sandra Billington and Miranda Green (Routledge, 1998). For a scholarly yet accessible treatment of the development of Grail legend, see *The Holy Grail: History and Legend* by Juliette Wood (University of Wales, 2012).
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